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STEFAN BEHNISCH | BEHNISCH ARCHITEKTEN | STUTTGART, GERMANY

Stefan Behnisch was born in Stuttgart in 1957. He is the son of  Gunther Behnisch, major figure of  German 
contemporary architecture. Is this for this reason that he did not begin at once his architecture studies but did 
a roundabout on philosophy and economics at Ludwig Maximilian University of  Munich. He enters then in the 
architecture faculty of  the University of  Karlsruhe and gets his Diploma in 1987. After working for a year in Venice/
California, he joins the Behnisch & Partner agency in Stuttgart to go on his training. 

In 1989, he opens an agency in Innenstadt and personally gets involved in the research on climatic and 
environmental architecture. He begins a collaboration with the searchers of  Transsolar Climate Engineering and the 
Fraunhofer Institute, avant-gardist research departments in the new technologies of  energy, and since then became, 
on the international scene the Ove Arup of  the experimental climatic architecture. This research in common
is posted by large-scale productions, that renewed the collective housing, the spaces of  work (Institute for Forestry 
and Nature Research in Wageningen, Netherlands, 1998) and the tower (Norddeutsche Landesbank in Hanover, 
2002) typologies. 

In 1999, he opens an agency in Los Angeles, with the conviction that if  the European are pioneers in sustainable 
architecture, it is in the United States that the urban knowledge society invents itself  and that it is essential to 
bridge over these two inventive scenes. Therefore, Stefan Behnisch is recognized today in the United States as 
a pioneer, able to articulate in the programme the demands of  a hyper-developed urban society with the new 
parameters of  the control of  energy. Since the achievement of  the Genzyme Corporate Headquarters in Cambridge, 
Massachussets, typologic rephrasing of  the American « block » in the era of  sustainable development, he got the 
commission of  very important programmes: RiverPark Development in Pittsburgh, and above all the renovation of  
the Harvard campus in Boston, construction site today in progress, programme conceived as a large-scale manifest 
on the urban systems renew.

His researches, specifi ed by their technologic developments, confer him a renown in the spheres of  scientific 
and technique research on environment. He is the award winner in 2002 of  the õTrophée Sommet de la Terre 
et Bâtiment » organized by the Fédération Française du Bâtiment, award winner in 2004 of  the « Environmental 
Champion Award » delivered by the American journal Interiors & Sources Magazine. In 2001, Stefan Behnisch 
created his own agency under the name of  Behnisch Architekten. He is member of  the CIMA (Congress of  
International Modern Architects) and the RIBA. 

Stefan Behnisch dedicates a great part of  his time to teaching and research. He is visiting professor at the 
Universtity of  Stuttgart and the University of  Austin in Texas, giving conferences on climatic architecture and the 
theme of  the dense European and American city. He is external Examiner at the University of  Portsmouth in Great 
Britain and at the School of  Architecture of  Norway. Since 2005-2206, he is visiting professor in Yale University in 
New Haven where he sits on the Eero Saarinen’s chair. - M.H.C
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BALSKRIHNA DOSHI | VASTU SHILPA FOUNDATION | AHMEDABAD, INDIA

Balkrishna Doshi was born in Puna in 1927.
After his studies at the School of  Architecture in Bombay, he works during four years with Le Corbusier (1951-54)  
in Paris and then in India where he directs from 54 to 57 the construction site of  several programmes of   
Le Corbusier in Ahmedabad. He creates in 1955 the Foundation Vastu-Shilpa (studies and researches) on the 
environmental aesthetic, pioneer in the research of  low-cost housing and urban planning, themes for which 
Balkrishna Doshi has been showing a constant involvement all along his life.

In 1962, he participates in the settlement of  the architecture school of  Ahmedabad, then to the one of  other schools 
or urban zoning institutes, in a clear perspective of  development of  his region. 

After working in collaboration with other architects, among them Louis Khan for the Indian Institut of  gestion of  
Ahmedabad, he builds his own house, housing for workmen and also numerous institutional commissions (theatres, 
schools of  architecture, the National Institute of  fashion technology in Delhi in 1994…) « Doshi gives his own 
interpretation of  a new Indian architecture, based on delicate combinations of  concrete, brick and quarry tiles. » 
(dictionary of  architecture of  the XXth century –IFA)

Observing his national and international career (B. Doshi is an invited teacher in the United States and in Europe 
since 1958, member of  the RIBA and of  the Indian Institute of  Architects, he participated to numerous juries for 
national or international competitions…), we could define his work as encouraging modernity, in the line of  his  
Le Corbusier period. But today, new questions structure the architecture programme – relationships between 
building and saving resources, between globalisation and cultural identities-, Balkrishna Doshi is known as one 
of  the founders of  a new approach of  the architect at the service of  a refocused development. « If  the debate on 
contemporary sustainable architecture is today so intense », declares the Venetian professor Benno Albrecht « it is 
because avant-gardists like Doshi started to inflect the potent international flood of  the industrial development
to put them back at the service of  societies, to canalize its effects in order that they could irrigate their culture and 
their economy instead of  destroying them ». M.H.C



FRANÇOISE-HÉLÈNE JOURDA | JOURDA ARCHITECTES | PARIS, FRANCE

Born in 1955, diploma in 1979, Françoise-Hélène Jourda was recognized very soon as a great figure of  the French 
contemporary architecture. Since the beginning of  her carrier, in Lyon, within the agency she created with  
Gilles Perraudin, she never limited herself  with a status of  author and, as a precocious militant for sustainable 
architecture, she associated the research of  the architectural aesthetic to a rationalism fitted with new 
fundamentals, ecologic, but also social, cultural, of  the post-industrial era : the economy of  the matter and of  the 
energy, new life and work styles, new social aspirations, reflection upon the future of  cities. 

F.H. Jourda who learned a lot from north European and German scenes – her mentor is Ralph Erskine – is recognized 
today: in Austria, she sits in the sustainable architecture chair in the Technische Universität in Vienna, in Germany 
she built numerous projects, such as the Mont-Cenis Academy in Herne in the Ruhr, a block of  buildings completely 
sheltered under a huge glass and wood nacelle, held by a structure made of  great barkless boles.

In France, where the debate on sustainable architecture begins but still on a defensive tone, J.H. Jourda asserts an 
architecture of  research, open to technologies, sensible to the movements of  the society, aware of  urban issues. In 
her view, the architect is not only a creator but a protagonist of  development, a more responsible citizen. She built, 
among numerous productions, the Ecole d’architecture de Lyon in 1985, the University of  Marne-la-Vallée, the 
Court of  justice in Melun and she just finished the glasshouse of  the Jardin Botanique de Bordeaux. Just beginning, 
the programme « énergie zéro » in Saint-denis, will be the fi rst passive energy building in France.

F.H. Jourda is a typical architect of  the sustainable architecture movement, always connected to her international 
colleagues and the debate they are involved in. But we can observe in her projects the research of  a French style for 
sustainable architecture, in a country that will have to solve its own energetic and urban equation, where the words
« rationalist » and « progress » find a large echo.

Today, this militant commitment leads her in a new way: F.H. Jourda just created « éo-cité », a consulting agency for 
sustainable architecture, to work upstream of  the urbanisation and construction process, with builders, decision-
makers and consulted citizens. 

This triple spectrum composed by the architect, the teacher and the consultant gives to F.H. Jourda, she is well 
aware of  it, a coherence to her researches, and above all define a larger field of  competences for the architect.  
The global awareness of  sustainable architecture in the project defines a new profession, a new strategic position 
that the architect has to cope with if  he wants to be a real protagonist of  the city of  the XXIst century. - M.H.C



HERMANN KAUFMANN | ARCHITEKTEN HERMANN KAUFMANN ZT GMBH | SCHWARZACH, AUSTRIA

Hermann Kaufmann was born in 1955 in Reuthe, Bregenzerwald (Austria) and comes from a family with a long 
tradition in the carpentry business. In his youth he obviously helped with the family business where he got to know 
both the possibilities of  wood as a building material and the way of  technical thinking that moulded his work as an 
architect. The decision to study architecture was also infl uenced by his uncle Leopold Kaufmann, outrider in wood 
constructions and protagonist of  architectural development in Vorarlberg, under whom he learned as an intern the 
hand tools of  an architect. He graduated from the Technical University in Innsbruck and the Technical University in 
Vienna, where he was shaped by his teacher Professor Ernst Hiesmayr. 

After two years of  practice, in 1983, he founded his own architectural office consortium with Christian Lenz in 
Schwarzach. 

Hermann Kaufmann’s approach to architecture is infl uenced by the ideas of  classical modernism as well as 
by the confl ict with the context. The central themes of  his work are the search for comprehensive answers to 
sustainability in buildings and exploring the possibilities of  modern wood constructions. 

Numerous buildings for carpentries and other businesses which as architecturally elaborated are also effective 
for community halls attest to his purposeful design concepts for wooden structures. Besides designing numerous 
single-family houses in sensitive village contexts, Kaufmann has also worked on renewals of  old buildings which 
both show his fi ne sense of  existing architectural culture and landscape. Housing, as well as schools and public 
buildings, has developed into a central focus in his work, especially in connection with wood and questions of  
energy. 

Hermann Kaufmann started his teaching career as guest lecturer at the Liechtenstein School of  Engineering and 
as visiting professor at the Graz Technical University and the University of  Ljubljana, Slovenia. Since 2002 he has 
been a professor of  architecture, with a specialisation in timber and laminated wood constructions, at the Munich 
Technical University. - M.H.C



WANG SHU | AMATEUR ARCHITECTURE STUDIO | HANGZHOU, CHINA

Wang Shu, born in 1963 in Hangzhou, South China, founded in 1997, in his town, his agency « Amateur Architecture 
Studio » with his wife Lu Wenyu. Such a name is not without sense: Wang Shu belongs to this squad of  young 
Chinese architects who try to get free from these huge architecture public agencies, heritage of  the communism 
era and still regulating the production. But times are changing. Young architects, often trained in the United States, 
oppose themselves against it opening « western style » agencies, to assert a new practice, both inventive and critical, 
of  the architect. Open to exchanges, they keep lively in China an independent and energizing debate, giving birth to 
a generation « from which we can expect everything », according to the grateful expression of  Frédéric Edelmann.

Among them, Wang Shu asserts himself  with an authentic author temperament, and also by his original building 
manner, at hands with this urban maelstrom that China is living today. Architect of  the new campus of  the Academy 
of  Arts of  Hangzhou, Wang Shu built it siphoning off  materials from the old districts that the city was destroying at 
that time without giving it a second thought. The fine tiles and the stones have been conscientiously re-employed, in 
an architecture that, as for each project of  Wang Shu, is founded on seeking for a modern identity of  China, which 
could respect its own civilisation.

The Museum of  contemporary art of  Nangbo, brilliant manifest of  contemporary architecture in a city changed 
for its whole part in a building site, the Ceramic house shaped in Mies style, are built the same way with what 
Wang Shu saved from traditional architecture, common and precious materials carefully carried out afresh. The 
presence of  the matter is deeply moving, and the aesthetic proposition has a great potent, for Wang Shu is also 
a great scenograph who knows how to lay an architecture on its base, orchestrate the relationships with the 
landscape. Everywhere else over the world, an architect is able to pay tribute to the past in such a way, but in the 
contemporary China, its inherent critical force is not to underestimate. Wang Shu, who is also a theorist, pleads in 
his country for the « slow build », a race that might slow down paying more attention to populations and their urban 
culture. « I used to be a writer before I became an architect and architecture is only a part of  my work. I think that 
humanity is more important than architecture, and craft industry more important than technology. »

The serenity of  this position is all the more so convincing that it expresses itself  by an architecture that avoids 
facility in its own rhetoric. These former materials that could be over represented are carried out with sobriety, 
respectfully to the different savoir-faire. The address could be unwisely talking, it is meditated. From a deeply 
critical art rises poetry. - M.H.C



RURAL STUDIO | ANDREW FREEAR, DIRECTOR | NEWBURN ALABAMA, USA

The Rural Studio was created in 1992 by Auburn University. Professor Samuel Mockbee’s plan was to encourage 
students to design and build housing for the needy, right in the heart of  a Black Belt whose destitution was exposed 
by Hurricane Katrina in 2005. People in poor housing could rebuild their homes from plans drawn up with the 
students, using County funds and private donations of  money or materials.

Samuel Mockbee wanted to bring students face to face with the real: the reality of  design, of  their society, of  their 
century. The University agreed to fund the workshop for a few semesters. Fifteen years on, however, the Rural 
Studio is still going. More than 400 students have worked in this remote county, which is – so to speak – repopulated 
with houses that have regenerated the living conditions of  their inhabitants and are now seen in the USA as a model 
of  « earth friendly » social architecture. From its beginnings as an educational experiment, the Rural Studio has 
become a laboratory of  responsible modern architectural practice. To understand the process, we need to go back 
to the appealing figure of  its founder, Samuel Mockbee, who was born in 1944 and died of  leukaemia in 2001.

This architect, painter and writer was dismayed by the impoverishment of  his region following the crisis of  the 
1990s. His friend and fellow southerner, the essayist Wendell Berry, concluded that industrialisation was just 
another form of  colonialism, which did not develop the region, but merely exploited it. This analysis gave new life 
to an Emersonian Utopia that had always been present in the South – that, after the industrial hurricane
of  the 20th century, it was possible to uncover and rebuild on the agrarian foundations of  an American society 
founded on tightknit, decentralised communities, imbued with a personal work ethic.

The Rural Studio was the instrument of  a strategy that sought to renovate that society by renovating habitat. 
Mockbee chose a location, Hale County, a former farming region that experienced the rise and subsequent collapse 
first of  the cotton and then of  the soya industries. Yet the fragments of  an age-old rural life survived: a network of  
small towns, spatial flexibility, farmers reborn as fish breeders… Mockbee asked of  his students not to « parachute » 
social housing into this environment, but to work with it. With its people, who would carry through the projects, 
with its still valid « assets ». The student teams and the families work together as partners, from design through  
to construction. The lack of  resources restores meaning to an agrarian economy: self-build (farmers know how  
to build and maintain), recycling of  materials, community action… Bush’s « compassionate conservatism » gives 
way to redevelopment, which engages the locals and is leveraged by architecture. 

For the remarkable thing is the architectural verve that Mockee gave to the process, pushing the students to take 
risks, to look, to love the mixed and vernacular architecture of  the Deep South. Lack of  resources ?  
The Rural Studio makes walls out of  old tyres, out of  car bodies, out of  squares of  carpet… Mockee channelled  
the students’ energies: the radical critic of  industry got his kicks out of  stripping refuse dumps, the artist revelled in 
the construction site. The Rural Studio constructs a frame and then refashions this refuse to build houses in which 
project management is allied with popular art. The aesthetics of  recycling gives form to a historical turning point. 
Inventiveness defies poverty.

On Mockbee’s death, everyone wanted the adventure to continue. The University appointed his deputy as 
director. Since 2001, Andrew Freear has carried on… He wants to transform utopia into a sustainable economy, to 
consolidate redevelopment. Amenities are being built in the villages. « The $20,000 house » developed in 2005 is 
a model that is easily duplicated using available resources, eco-construction without the price tag. And now that 
the USA in turn is wondering what development should mean, Andrew Freear also has to manage Rural Studio’s 
message. What lessons can be drawn from the experiment that began 15 years ago ? « Ours is a simple sustainability 
born of  necessity. » - M.H.C



FABRIZIO CARÒLA | NAPLES, ITALY

This architect of  Africa is first and foremost a great European. Born in Naples, Fabrizio Carola studied architecture 
and designed his first buildings in Brussels. Then he discovered modern French architecture and urban planning… in 
Morocco, in the early years of  independence, before returning to Naples where he created his first practice in 1963. It 
was then that he became interested in the new materials polyester and prestressed concrete, inventing a patent for the 
latter for which he was awarded the « Regolo d’oro » in 1971. Since then, Fabrizio Carola has been a builder-inventor.

In 1972, Fabrizio Carola went to head a big project in Mali and the encounter with Black Africa changed his destiny. 
The architect found and fell in love with a world and a culture, the man of  progress discovered the depth of  need, the 
builder became a seeker for the right ways to develop without destroying.

What became his characteristic approach probably crystallised in 1979, when he discovered Hassan Fathi’s work in 
Cairo. This architect invented a 20th-century Egyptian architecture, modernising ancient Nubian building techniques 
and adapting them to his country’s most common material, brick. Steeped in classical culture, Fabrizio Carola 
believed that Latin building science could open a dialogue equally fertile, both culturally and economically, with 
African culture and its craftsmen. The classical systems of  the vault, the dome and the arch grew with the European 
architecture of  stone, but they can «work» with brick or clay, provided that sensible building solutions are found.

In 1976, Fabrizio Carola went to Niger as part of  Italy’s Technical Cooperation programme to start «research on 
economical building systems». Narrow as it is, the title of  the mission defines his subsequent work. Indeed, Fabrizio 
Carola invested much more than his building talent in that life. The European humanist wanted to break with 
modernising colonial brutality. In his quest for methods that were more sensitive to their societies, Fabrizio Carola 
did a great deal of  work on the urban planning of  African towns; as regards infrastructures, he modified planning 
programmes to take account of  the social practices that structure African life. As a builder, he was a relentless 
promulgator of  the modernisation of  techniques and of  self-development. The Schools mission in Mali in 1985 is 
typical of  his approach: after a period studying the schools in the Gao region, the architect developed a clay-based 
system of  school construction, then built two prototypes to test the method with builders. It was then up to the people 
of  Mali to pursue the method, in a country – it should be recalled – where the traditional architecture has a beauty and 
power that have fascinated the West since the 18th century. The dialogue Carola has established between the Italian 
classical tradition and African architecture is not a «one-way traffic». 

Kaedi Hospital in Mauritania, built in 1984, is perhaps his most accomplished work. The architect first transformed 
the standard programme: «I had observed that in Africa, families always stay near the patient and that their presence 
plays a therapeutic role. So I worked on a hospital design that would suit this «family therapy». In Kaedi, we were able
to enlarge the hospital so that all the families were able to remain within its walls.» He implemented a technique 
developed with the ADAUA *, which allows brick domes to be built without structural timber The clay is extracted 
locally and the bricks are made in situ, which means that threequarters of  the construction budget is invested in the 
local economy. Natural light enters through blocks of  glass embedded in the domes, which are raised to admit natural
ventilation. This story might resemble the novel by Fernand Pouillon**, but the hospital’s architecture tells us that we 
are not in Europe. Describing this building, which was a first in Africa, the Italian critic Luigi Alini speaks of  organic 
– or even zoomorphic – architecture. We prefer to use Fernand Braudel’s concept of  a «world-work»: a project that 
encompasses all the complexity of  African development, and in return proposes a set of  appropriate responses.  
- M.H.C

* Association for the development of  African Urban Planning and Architecture

** « Les pierres sauvages » Fernand Pouillon 1964 – Le Seuil



ELEMENTAL | ALEJANDRO ARAVENA | DIRECTOR | SANTIAGO DE CHILE, CHILE

Alejandro Aravena is a 35-year-old architect - a teacher, researcher and practitioner. Since creating his practice 
in 1994, he has received many awards for his architectural work: public and university buildings, and private 
houses, which provide a workshop for a designer who takes pleasure in substance and geometry. The Global Award 
nomination comes in recognition of  the work he has done since 2000 at Elemental, an innovative organisation 
which he heads and inspires, created to stimulate the building of  social housing.

Mas con lo mismo*

Half  public office, half  taller (workshop), Elemental Team is a « do tank » allied with the University of  Santiago 
to design models of  contemporary social housing, in a Chile where access to democracy has coincided with the 
emergence of  the debate around sustainable development.

This is a global debate which obviously has its own focus in the southern hemisphere. There, the awareness of  
housing as a pressing social issue has retained an intensity that has faded in the West. Moreover, on a continent of  
megacities, the debate on the future of  the city has massive resonance. Elemental’s experience teaches lessons that 
combine awareness of  history with radical visions of  the urban future.

The preliminary ethical heads-up is that « designing and building better neighbourhoods is crucial if  we want 
development to break the vicious circle of  inequality ». The method is both dense and forward-looking: the 
disconnection that Aravena identifies between development and reducing inequalities is a phenomenon specific to 
the 21 st century, one that the emerging countries would seem to have enacted better than the West.

For Aravena, this makes the quest for housing as a « factor of  progress » all the more strategic, a process to 
be conducted within ordinary market conditions and public spending budgets. By contrast with the European 
approach, under which sustainability risks being hostage to costly technologies or protected communities, 
Elemental is looking for « mas con lo mismo »: to do more with the same. Amidst the urban explosion that is Chile 
today, that same remains concrete and brick. Aravena interprets the demand for sustainability from this South 
American perspective of  rapid urban renewal: if  « the architecture of  housing can no longer be governed simply by 
social needs but must become sustainable, it must do so through its own reversibility, its capacity to return to an 
earlier minimum state, from which it will be possible to transform, to rebuild ».

These principles are already embodied in a long list of  viviendas sociales. The neighbourhood built in the centre 
of  Iquique in 2004 in place of  a 30-year-old slum is just one example. Elemental relocated 100 families within their 
own neighbourhood as part of  a public programme – « Vivienda Social Dinamica sin Deuda »* – which allocates 
subsidies to the poorest families to give them access to housing. Here, however, given the price of  land, the 
subsidies covered only part of  the costs. 

Elemental developed an open construction system. On the drawing board, this communal strip housing had a 
strange crenellated outline : a sequence of  adjacent two-storey Lshaped structures constituting the shell, already 
paid for. It was then up to the occupants to build new rooms themselves, within the L-shaped shell, as they acquired 
the means Those empty spaces are now full. The severe beauty of  the original architecture provided the backbone 
of  a process that has « produced » a neighbourhood, stimulated development, and which continues still.

Alejandro Aravena designs social housing on a wide variety of  urban sites, always seeking the appropriate open 
and economical constructional principles. In Tocopilla, a city wrecked by an earthquake in November 2007, he is 
developing earthquake-proof  dwellings at $10,000 apiece. « Drawing on experience, Elemental wishes to to help 
raise the standard of  living in Chile through avant-garde engineering and architecture, using the city as an unlimited 
resource for building equality. » - M.H.C

*Dynamic Social Housing without Debt



CARIN SMUTS | CS STUDIO ARCHITECTS | CAP TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA 

The work that Carin Smuts has done in the townships and rural areas of  South Africa is part of  the social and political 
history of  the end of  apartheid, which did not disappear entirely until 1992, being preceded and then followed by  
a period of  great violence. The year 1984, the same year that Carin Smuts graduated as an architect from Cape Town 
University, was riven with race riots both in the townships and in the rural areas. It was not until the presidency of  
Frederik de Klerk in 1989 that the last apartheid laws were abolished and the process began that would lead to the 
new Constitution of  1992. 

So it is not irrelevant that Carin Smuts founded her practice in that same year 1989, with the declared aim of  
contributing to the new policies to develop the most disadvantaged areas. Since that date, CS Studio has been very 
involved in social architecture. Almost 20 years on, the firm’s record is impressive, with more than 100 completed 
projects Projects of  all scales and in all localities, as if  Carin Smuts was acting not just as an architect but as an expert 
in «urban crises» and the methods of  resolving them, if  not instantly, at least by quickly deciding to act and by setting 
to work without delay. 

Such a committed vision of  the architect’s role requires special methods and structures. First, CS Studios is structured 
to cover a wide range of  functions: architecture, urban planning, landscape design, but also coordination, feasibility 
studies and even fund raising… With an excellent understanding of  township society, the team approaches problems 
of  renovation, infrastructure or housing construction, from the perspective of  the degree of  crystallisation of  the 
issues. Of  course, the end product is an architectural project, but CS Studio is much more involved upstream, in the 
field, with stakeholders, politicians, voluntary agencies and local populations, to contribute to the political «maturing» 
of  the eventual programme. 

This very specific vision of  the architect’s responsibility – defining and/or criticising project programmes – continues 
at the other end of  the process. CS Studio’s principle is to include the future stakeholders in the creative process of  the 
project, both in the design and construction phases. Carin Smuts is clearly less concerned with aesthetics themselves 
than with the meaning that those aesthetics will impart to the final building. Housing or infrastructure projects 
are discussed with inhabitants, building sites function as training workshops and, where possible, as reintegration 
programmes, subject of  course to the continuous involvement of  the firm. 

The projects – community centres and multi purpose centers – never seem finished and their function often changes, 
but is that function not to give the neighbourhood an open public space, the means of  expression it needs ? 

Carin Smuts’ architecture combines places without the concealment of  an envelope – it doesn’t hide the shortage 
of  materials, leaves its door open. The very concept of  a « multipurpose center », very frequently built in villages, is 
interesting. It has nothing to do with the bureaucratic programmes of  developed societies, where a school can only be 
a school and a sports ground is necessarily exclusively for sports.

Instead, it imagines and builds deliberately indeterminate, flexible, expandable public spaces, designed to 
accommodate a society which needs to construct its practices rather than standardise them. The firm follows up the 
projects in the long term, returning in certain years to renovate or design an extension.

Last but not least, Carin Smuts works to extremely low budgets. This visibly stimulates the creativity of  the gangs 
assigned to each project. Carin Smuts applies her passion for popular art to involve artists from the townships 
or traditional painters in rural areas, and not for purely ornamental purposes but so that they contribute to the 
collective decision to «get the project out», despite and with any problems that arise. A Carin Smuts project, like 
those of  Patrick Bouchain or the Exyzt Group, produces more cultural energy than it consumes material. - M.H.C



PHILIPPE SAMYN | SAMYN AND PARTNERS | BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

Philippe Samyn is founder and director of  a large architecture and engineering practice in Brussels. His expertise 
covers a multiplicity of  areas. After an engineering degree in Belgium, he trained in US civil engineering methods  
at MIT then studied urban planning and economics before honing his knowledge of  architecture 10 years later  
at La Cambre. It was here, no doubt, that his typically comparative approach to the project took root, together 
with the habit of  starting out with a precise analysis of  the society in which that project must make sense. His 
theoretical research, his courteous but uncompromising way of  speaking, his latest work, tell us that Philippe 
Samyn has decided to commit his credibility as an expert to the debate on sustainable architecture. As an engineer, 
he understands that the crisis of  resources undermines knowledge and certainty; as an architect, he is wary of  the 
Green scientism that might replace them.

From efficacy to efficiency 

With 20 years of  experience in international projects, Philippe Samyn is very familiar with the 20th century cult of  
functional efficacy. Today, as materials become precious, he is critical of  a fin de siècle where « structures became 
heavier, initially because of  industry and subsequently through IT ». The quest for solidity took precedence over 
the economical use of  materials, a tendency to conformity gave engineering no incentive to optimise their use, 
and moreover « the assumption was that reducing materials would increase costs », since more research would be 
required. 

Today, as matter becomes scarce, Philippe Samyn is rethinking project design in the pursuit of  lightweight 
construction and what he terms efficiency. In his pursuit of  lighter structures, the engineer rejects « turnkey » 
software and has returned to analytical geometry, inventing new « indicators » leading to his Ph.D in structural 
mechanics. So for example, the new canopies of  Louvain Station, delivered in 2007, employed four times less steel 
than rival project in the competition. Yet this in no way reduces their expressiveness or luminosity. 

Efficiency is the quest for « a better link between the use of  a building and its durability », in a century in which 
functions change faster than buildings wear out. Rather than seeking efficacy, architecture should first offer general 
convenience (an interesting definition of  sustainability…). Belgium’s Comptoir forestier de Marche, for example, 
was built in 1997 to accommodate laboratories and storage spaces. These low-cost premises are housed beneath a 
fantastic glass shell, supported by a wooden structure. This durable space will be able to accommodate other uses, 
since its generous volume will always offer comfort and economy, of  both resources and management.

Philippe Samyn is already a critic of  21 st-century neo-efficacy. He has declared war on… wind turbines, a product 
whose success in his view is based on an ecological calculation that is too narrow to be right. « Just measure 
the energy used in transporting these mastodons, the concrete swallowed up in their foundations, the concrete 
platforms they stand on… » He has invented a guyed wind turbine, consisting of  a very light and easy transportable 
mast, which is erected using its own cables, like a circus big top.

The example illustrates Philippe Samyn’s historical optimism, close in this respect to that of  Stefan Behnisch : 
the century of  diminishing resources is also the century of  the knowledge society, of  unprecedented growth in 
intellectual resources, of  scientific means. It is on this that architecture must draw in order to reinvent itself. - M.H.C



THOMAS HERZOG | HERZOG + PARTNERS | MÜNCHEN, GERMANY 

Thomas Herzog works in Munich, where he was born in 1941. He is considered one of  the founders of  bioclimatic 
architecture, both as a practitioner and teacher, having spent a large part of  his life on this task in Europe, in the US 
and more recently in China. This committed militant of  solar energy is also an expert heavily involved in international 
action on behalf  of  ecological architecture. 

Thomas Herzog studied architecture in Munich in the early 1960s. His quest for an alternative architecture began 
in the 70s, when he chose inflatable structures as the subject of  his doctoral thesis. This was a subject that excited 
a whole post 1968 or – if  one prefers – pre-ecological generation, in London with Archigram, in France with J.P. 
Jungmann and A. Stinco’s Utopie group, in Germany with Hans-Walter Müller. The essence of  inflatable architecture 
is to be nomadic, temporary, light and easy to install: an early version of  « don’t touch earth »… In 1976, Thomas 
Herzog published a manual of  « pneumatic construction using membranes and air »,* which became a global model in 
the field, reflecting his vocation as a teacher and his taste for invention and technology.

Thomas Herzog founded his practice in 1971. He is one of  the pioneers of  the theory and application of  solar energy, 
first with houses and then, in short order, with larger buildings, like the student residences in Windberg. He has 
designed numerous housing schemes in Germany and Austria. He has developed what amounts to a typology of  
collective solar housing, with comprehensive constructional systems and units designed to take maximum advantage 
of  the sun and, more broadly, of  climatic conditions.

Whilst he likes wood, and uses it masterfully, Thomas Herzog is an architect of  steel and glass, which he uses to 
design architecture on a large scale, giving a different view of  ecology than the typical alpine school image. Thomas 
Herzog’s bioclimatic design is the architecture of  a big industrial nation. It is first of  all profoundly urban: the eco-
constructional solutions he proposes are appropriate for industrial or economic schemes, and therefore able to 
« come into the city »** and even the metropolis. The new pavilions of  the Hanover Fair, built in 1996 and 2000, and 
the Wilkhahn factories, are examples of  such integration. It is also founded on German industrial culture – R&D 
investment is constant and pre-eminent in the process. Thomas Herzog has always worked on a cluster model, in 
Germany with the laboratories of  the Munich Technical University and the technical offices of  companies, abroad in 
partnership with institutes. As an expert in his field, he also heads research and development programmes for the EU. 

The Solar City project begun in Linz in 1992 for the new Pichling district is typical of  this approach, involving the City 
Council, several developers and building firms in the development of  a solar town for 25,000 people, with its own
amenities and transport system. The operation was run by the READ (Renewable Energy in Architecture and Design) 
group, with the engineer N. Kayser and the architects N. Foster, T. Herzog and R. Rogers. The aim of  the group was  
to create a combination of  high density and maximum typological flexibility. The « solar city » project also entails 
active participation by the future inhabitants, who will develop their own neighbourhoods and certain public spaces. 
The big innovation is the energy supply. There is a shift of  scale in solar energy production from the single building  
to the whole urban area. Solar power « comes into the city », as an alternative to the traditional economic model of  the 
power station. Joint energy production through « solar » facilities will make the district autonomous and even able  
to feed part of  its energy surplus into the urban grid. - M.H.C

* Pneumatische Konstruktionen, Bauten aus Membranen und Luft – Handbuch für Architekten und Ingenieure 

- Hatje Verlag 1976

** Hermann Kaufmann uses this expression in explaining that eco-construction in wood needs to be able to build more than 4 storeys in order to meet the requirements of  standard urban schemes.



SAMI RINTALA | RINTALA & EGGERTSON | OSLO, NORWAY

The Scandinavian school of  sustainable architecture is an acknowledged model, both for its aesthetics and for the 
degree to which eco-construction has developed. Sami Rintala is an actor who stands somewhat apart on this stage. 
He defines himself  as an artist as much as an architect, and constructs his projects like manifestoes. Through his 
buildings, he tries to encourage Western society to reflect on its own concept of  comfort. He believes that becoming 
aware of  its ecological responsibilities will enable architecture to return to its primary role : providing protective 
shelters for human beings, building humanity’s relations with nature and history.

Born in Helsinki in 1969, Sami Rintala started working life as a construction worker before going back to college 
in 1990. His architectural studies read like a Scandinavian bildungsroman: first in Denmark, where he studied 
in Helsinki and in Århus, then in Finland in Reykjavik, before becoming an assistant in Trondheim and then 
Copenhagen, where he now teaches. He created his first practice in 1998 with Marco Casagrande. They built 
installations all around the world which express a critical analysis of  the relations between society and nature and 
of  the role of  architecture. These performances, halfway between architecture and conceptual art, use light, space 
and materials as means of  expression.

Sami Rintala questions, for example, the development of  the house, in Scandinavian societies with a very high 
standard of  living which have moved away from their original sobriety. « In the North all buildings have to be 
very carefully made in order to tolerate the contrasts in climate. Houses, which are heated for more than half  
the year, consume imported energy. Building smaller houses would therefore bring considerable ecological and 
economic benefits, given that the construction industry currently consumes a third of  the world’s energy. This 
question should be a priority, especially in Scandinavia, where people are living in bigger and bigger houses, quite 
apart from their various summer residences. However, it seems that we have handed over the right to build them 
to uncontrollable corporations, whose only interest is profit. Is building a house such a difficult task that it has to 
be left to companies like this ? Moreover, the combination of  regulations and legal restrictions leads to the use of  
particular products and systems, which restricts the options for changing things and going back to the essential. »
The « Boxhome », which tries to remedy this situation, was installed in the summer of  2007 by the ROM Gallery for 
the Oslo Triennial. Sami Rintala built this minimal house himself, fitting the basic functions and four rooms into a 
cube with a footprint of  19 m². 

The Kirkenes Hotel was built in 2005 by the Barents Sea, on the Norwegian coast, in 10 days, with the help of  three 
students. Invited to produce a work of  art by the Barents Triennial, Sami Rintala proposed producing a useful work 
by building a refuge for the fishermen and hunters – Russian, Norwegian, Finnish or Saami – who ply their trade 
across the Arctic. Nothing stands between this shelter and the ocean. Built of  wood and brick, heated by a stove, it 
is minimalist in design and yet deeply anchored, materially and conceptually linked to the site’s physical, mental
and poetic resources. 

Sami Rintala devotes a great deal of  time to teaching, primarily through workshops. He makes students look at the 
reality of  material, asking them to build full-size spaces and « human environments » while drawing their resources
from the site, whether on the shores of  Scandinavian lakes or in cities. 

In 2008, he created a new partnership with the Icelandic architect Dagur Eggertsson. The recent projects look 
deeper into the relations with the history of  civilisations and contemporary conceptual art and land art. He draws 
on these movements to create links with the landscape that are as authentic as the project materials, both in 
Scandinavia and further afield: Estonia, Italy, Japan, Alaska or South Korea, where he built the Element House in 
2006. This house, constructed on the edge of  the mega-city of  Seoul, is perhaps his most achieved project in
terms of  a synthesis of  art, architecture and nature. - M.H.C



DIÉBÉDO FRANCIS KÉRÉ | BERLIN, GERMANY | GANDO, BURKINA FASO

Diébédo Francis Kéré was born in 1965 in Burkina Faso, the eldest son of  the headman of  the village of  Gando.  
At the age of  seven, he left his village to go to school in Tengodogo. He then trained as a carpenter and found work in 
Ouagadougou. From 1985, he was employed as an instructor by BMZ, a German NGO which funds technical training 
workshops in his country. This early contact with Germany gained him a scholarship to pursue a secondary education.
In 1990, aged 25, he went to Berlin and took his baccalaureate. He then obtained a university grant and chose to study 
architecture at Technische Universität de Berlin (T.U.), graduating in 2004.

The African student at the T.U. did not wait to graduate before starting work. In 1998, he created the « Schulbausteine 
für Gando » Association,* which collects funds to build amenities in Burkina Faso « which help development and are 
suited to the climate ». His first building was a primary school in Gando. It offers a very interesting example of  how 
the architecture transposes the ecological rationalism taught at the T.U. to conditions in Gando. As with any good 
climatic architecture, the school needs to be looked at in section. The transverse view reveals the respective roles 
of  brick walls – which provide compactness and thermal regulation – and an awning roof, separated by a blade of  
air that cools the building mass. The longitudinal view reveals alternating classrooms and ventilated buffer-spaces, 
playgrounds, open-air courtyards or grassy areas. Over both of  them, the overhanging roof  provides shade from the 
sun and protection for the walls.

The linear volume of  the school is maintained by a concrete chain structure. Walls and ceilings are made of  clay 
brick. The architect uses little timber, which is in short supply and vulnerable to termites. The cladding and frame are 
therefore constructed of  welded iron bars and sheet metal made by the village blacksmiths, as are the screens. Cool, 
well lit and clear in design, the school is an example of  the quest for an appropriate solution for an African context. 
The skills of  the bricklayers and metalworkers are employed. Materials found all over Africa are transformed into 
strong structures and noble shapes. Francis Kéré believes that the stakeholders must be involved in the development 
process to appreciate its benefits and drive it forward. « And that is equally true for architecture. » In 2004, the Gando 
school received the Aga Khan Award for Architecture.

Francis Kéré lives between Germany, where he teaches at the T.U., and Burkina Faso. In Berlin, he teaches his 
students to design urban projects, collective housing and obviously sustainable architecture… As chairman of  the 
Association, he continues his work of  funding projects in Burkina Faso that are innovative both in their programme 
(training centres, health stations, women’s house) and in their architecture. The association’s biggest partner is the
pharmaceutical firm Hevert Arzneimittel, which funded the extension to the Gando school and the library, currently 
under construction, and has promised financial support for F. Kéré’s African projects for the next 10 years.  
In Gando, Dano, Ouagadougou, the architect is building schools and amenities, always rational, economical and 
with a sobriety of  line that reflects the reality of  the process and of  the resources. However, he finds it hard to 
persuade the authorities that such an endogenous architecture can offer something better than imported western 
models.

Francis Kéré also has projects in India, in Yemen, in Spain… Worldwide, there is recognition of  the benefits of  an 
approach that contributes to national development by an intelligent transposition of  ecological rationalism.  
In Gando, his native village and the epicentre of  his work, the school now educates 700 pupils in the much extended 
building. A boarding centre, a garden and classrooms have been added. These will be followed by teachers’ 
accommodation and a sports ground. For Francis Kéré, this founding project can be summed up as « a climatic 
concept that permits development whilst saving energy ». - M.H.C

*« Stones for building schools in Gando »



STUDIO MUMBAI | PRIYA & BIJOY JAIN | BOMBAY, INDIA

If  Balkrishna Doshi, Global Award winner 2007, embodies the architecture of  modern India, from his youth with  
Le Corbusier to his break with the western model,* Bijoy Jain in his 40s reflects the debates at the heart of  contemporary 
architecture in the BRIC era.** Bijoy Jain is first of  all an architect who is in phase with globalisation, in the sense that 
his dual western and Indian culture no longer creates the internal schism that marked Doshi and the architects of  the 
postcolonial era. However, he also is in conflict with the forms that globalisation takes in India, a country he considers 
so absorbed in its growth that it sacrifices its resources – and its culture – to it. He is patiently assembling a body of  work 
that is very clearly ecological and even more clearly contemporary. Bijoy Jain was born in Bombay in 1965. He studied 
architecture at Washington University, in St. Louis, USA. He worked with Richard Meier in Los Angeles, travelled, then 
returned to his native city where he created Studio Mumbai in 2005. « The Studio uses the Indian landscape as a resource 
and creates spaces that are in tune with local climatic conditions, and with available materials and technologies. » 
Relatively consensual in Europe, this line of  conduct is not so easy to follow in India. When this brilliant product of  the 
global village returned to Bombay after a 10 year absence, India had become an economic giant. This growth depended 
on speed of  services and, as in China, speed has become a crucial parameter of  the economy. The mega-city of  Mumbai, 
with its 15 million inhabitants, is at the heart of  this movement. Architects pay heavy tribute to the value of  speed. 
Everywhere, overhasty construction takes no account of  the difficult climatic conditions. As a result, both buildings 
and people are locked in a vain struggle against heat, the monsoon and urban asphyxia, in the absence of  a sensible 
approach to the city’s development. 

Slow build « In this country they give you a week to finish a project; ten days later they are already building it. This is a 
slight exaggeration of  course, but I realized straight away that a fine set of  drawings is not enough to obtain the quality 
which I consider to be indispensable. » Bijoy Jain only works with clients who accept these conditions: giving the 
architect the time he needs, entrusting projects to a « task force » of  bricklayers, stonemasons or carpenters that 
he heads himself, like Simon Velez and his carpenters in Colombia. These craftsmen produce an « anonymous 
architecture » as important in his view as the scientific architecture of  his role model, Geoffrey Bawa.*** They 
share the feeling for the material of  the genius loci, forming sensory and physical links with the place. For Bijoy 
Jain, the construction process needs, in fact, to be deduced from the ecosystem. At the front end, the architect can 
find the materials and technical resources in the site. Downstream, building will modify reality and the project must 
contain this transformation.

« Palmyra House » in Alibang is built in a coconut plantation 1 hour from Bombay. It is made of  palm wood, an 
abundant resource. Processed in situ, this hard wood is used for the frame timbers and carpentry, together with 
recycled teak. The lightness of  the components creates a house that is almost immaterial, walls that dissolve into 
screens. Airy and light, it offers a reconciliation with nature that is a new cultural proposition in India. Bijoy Bain 
is aware that this selective practice is not enough to change things, but he wanted to consolidate his experience 
far from Mumbai, where he would not have been able to maintain strict control over every detail. International 
critics praised the quality of  his architecture and the surprising maturity of  his environmental approach. Does this 
recognition from the USA and Europe give him sufficient authority to make inroads into Mumbai ? He is now taking 
up the challenge, working on big projects for Indian firms, maturing the strategies that will enable him to achieve a 
shift in scale without yielding ground on his conditions. - M.H.C

* An Indian hero of  the Modern Movement, Balkrishna Doshi broke with dogma when he created the Vastu-
Shilpa Foundation in 1978 to promote popular housing and self-build constructions. This shift ended an internal 
conflict experienced by many 20th - century southern hemisphere architects : « Balkrishna Doshi’s personal struggle 
reconciles the flagrant mismatch which he discovered to exist between the principles (…) of  the Modern Movement 
and the rudimentary realities of  construction in a developing country » (Ecological Architecture - James Steele, 
Thames and Hudson 2005). 

** The acronym BRIC refers to the four of  the so-called « emerging countries » whose growth has altered the world economy : Brazil, Russia, India and China. 

*** Deshamanya Geoffrey Bawa (1919–2003) born in Sri Lanka, educated in England, is one of  South-East Asia’s great 20th century architects, founder of  « tropical modernism », an architect of  

landscape.



CONSTRUIRE | PATRICK BOUCHAIN & LOÏC JULIENNE | PARIS, FRANCE

Fifteen years ago, describing Patrick Bouchain’s work as ecological would have caused much surprise in France. Since 
1981, he has been better known as an orchestrator of  cultural and theatrical action, as a political adviser, a designer 
of  circuses and urban festivals. In the last 15 years, however, Patrick Bouchain has run a sequence of  schemes that 
have become keyprojects in the way that they reveal and handle ruptures in French society. Fortified by his belief  that 
« architecture is political and must act in the public interest », Patrick Bouchain is now recognised as the trailblazer for 
alternative development in France. 

What is an orchestrator? The opposite of  a soloist. Since he left the Beaux-Arts, Patrick Bouchain has enacted every 
role – developer, architect, site manager, performer, fundraiser – to bring life to unusual places in which cultural action 
revitalises neighbourhoods. With a reliable network of  accomplices, he focuses on the essence of  the project: finding 
the right place, building fast and cheap, generating freedom of  use. These accomplices are as various as the botanist 
Liliana Motta, the architect Loïc Julienne, the painter Daniel Buren, or the Malian building labourers who brought their 
skills to the Lieu Unique site by fashioning the acoustic barriers out of  oil barrels recovered from the port side and 
hammered into shape. Patrick Bouchain employs a minimum of  intervention to transform industrial wastelands
into spaces of  life and culture: the LU factory into the Lieu Unique in Nantes, the Condition Publique warehouses in 
Roubaix. First he prunes unnecessary expenses – why redo the floor ? A simple adjustment to the access routes allows 
the money to be used elsewhere – why leave the King’s Stable in Versailles empty ? It could make a very good… stable, 
to house Bartabas and his Equestrian Academy. He manages to reveal these spaces through long experience of  the 
circus and fairgrounds, where wonder is created out of  little, and through real political skill in breaking down false 
barriers and regulatory or rhetorical rigidity. 

These days, Patrick Bouchain’s focus is on building to meet other vital needs, such as human housing, useful amenities 
or hospitable public spaces. For him, the essence of  architecture lies with the formulation of  the programme. « These 
days, what interests me is to understand the need. I believe in explanation, in a collective vision of  the problems and 
in individual decision (…) People express a need and the response they get is a standard programme. This programme 
does not meet the need, but it does comply with regulations and budget limits. And then fortunes are spent to build 
objects that do not fulfil the original need. »

According to him, this dysfunction comes from the failure of  decision-makers and Government to understand that a 
historic social and cultural rift occurred at the end of  the 30 years of  crisis that accompanied the end of  a modern 
industrial cycle. An obsolete model of  development continues to be applied everywhere. The amenities it produces 
have become inadequate. They do not improve day-to-day life, they victimise users and smash budgets, without in the 
end resolving the ever-growing problems.

In Tourcoing, he is starting the renovation of  a small terrace of  former miners’ housing. No grand renovation plan but 
groundwork done well in advance, listening to the needs of  individuals and the community. As with all his projects, 
a visitor space is created on the site The Atelier électrique (Electric Workshop), project shopfront and restaurant, 
will open in 2009. His team will be in place to listen to the complaints of  each inhabitant. The apartments will be 
repaired one by one, young people will be trained on site, as always budgets will be met to the last penny through 
the use of  common materials.

So now it’s clear, Patrick Bouchain has always done sustainable development without realising it. Or without saying 
it. Now he is ready for it to be said. He has understood that, in France, this recognition will help him to explain his 
work and to « push the envelope » further, now that he is taking on the housing of  the truly poor and the terrible 
rigidity of  the system. - M.H.C



SNØHETTA | OSLO, NORWAY – NEW YORK, USA

The story of  Snøhetta reads like an international design success story for the 1980s. It starts in 1989 with the 
competition for the Library of  Alexandria which saw Kjetil Thorsen Trædal, the young head of  a Norwegian 
architectural office, put together an international team which not only won the competition but also built the 
library, catapulting Snøhetta into the pantheon of  late twentieth century architects. The story is highly inspiring 
but it is not enough to explain the interest in Snøhetta from the ecological point of  view. This is much more a result 
of  the highly eco-oriented position developed by the office since the Alexandria project and the way in which it 
has consolidated this position in an international architectural scene often more interested in competition than in 
new ethical approaches.  Such an eco-oriented approach stood behind the initial creation of  Snøhetta in Oslo in 
1987 when a group of  landscape architects invited Kjetil Thorsen to join them in the development of  a new way 
of  designing: in which architecture and landscape design become a single process, driven not by “programmatic” 
considerations but rather by treating the project itself  as a piece of  territory with its own geographical, climatic 
and social context. Such an approach has, clearly, strong Nordic roots. In Norway, “heritage” is considered more 
a quality of  natural than of  built objects and, despite the prosperity of  the twentieth century, it has never been 
believed – as in more temperate climes – that one can build cities regardless of  natural and climatic constraints 
The challenge offered by the Alexandria Competition could have led to the abandonment of  these noble aims – but 
this didn’t happen. Indeed, the requirement to increase the size and scope of  the competition team had quite the 
opposite effect as the increasing range of  cultural approaches in the team (landscape architects, architects and 
other designers) reinforced Snøhetta’s rejection of  the vertical and hierarchical project tradition left behind by 
functionalism. “They believe that this verticality – which so compromises the speed and efficiency of  the design 
process – is then merely repeated, with the same negative effects, in the organisation and utilisation of  the finished 
building. Snøhetta has radically opted for a horizontal and trans-disciplinary approach refocused on the project 
itself  … and uses this approach to create an architecture which is sensitive, meaningful and almost metaphysical 
and which integrates the most immaterial and variable elements of  reality: the passing of  time, the weather, light, 
seasons, movement.”*

Good growth    

Twenty years after Alexandria, Snøhetta represents these northern European values and know-how on the 
international scene. At Alexandria, the library has served as a rallying call to both cosmopolitan culture and the 
cultural influence of  the city. The huge stone drum surrounds a reading room which steps down into the ground on 
a series of  levels below a honeycombed ceiling. It is oriented eastwards as a means of  regulating the daylight while 
protecting the building from the worst excesses of  the Egyptian sun. The acoustic partitions and timber floors, 
together with the cool – Nordic - design means of  regulating the daylight while protecting the building from the 
worst excesses of  of  the furniture in the reading room, reinforce the sense of  interiority and peace of  the principal 
space.  Two-thirds of  the enormous volume is buried and it barely registers on the long horizontal curve of  the Bay 
of  Alexandria. “Minimalist and hyper-contextual, Snøhetta’s architecture is constantly seeking to submit itself  to 
the qualities of  the site and to reinforce the legibility and coherence of  its environment.”*  The recently completed 
Oslo Opera (The New National Opera House), also located on the water’s edge, invites comparisons with the 
Library of  Alexandria: here is another metropolitan object which, despite a bulk which Rem Koolhaas may have 
theorized on “xxl”, is sensitively inserted into a historic context and extraordinary natural setting. From one project 
to the other, the oblique roof  of  the library has become the huge stepped public terrace of  the opera – a further 
blow to monumentality in the interests of  the user. The extension to the Lillehammer Museum completed in 1994 
is a beautiful curved timber form which contrasts clearly with the sculptural concrete bulk of  the original museum. 
And the very special seafront presence of  the small Fishing Museum on the island of  Karmøy, completed in 1998, 
owes much to the contrast between the in-situ concrete structure, the glazed main façade and the areas of  timber 
cladding derived from the centuries-old local skiff-building tradition. In 2011, a 45,000m2 multicultural complex is 
to open at Dharan in the Saudi Arabian desert and, in the following year, the New York office is set to inaugurate the 
9/11 Memorial at “Ground Zero”. The underground complex recreates the footprint of  the twin towers at ground 
level in the form of  a reassuring oasis of  plants and water.  M.H. Contal  

Today, Snøhetta is run by four partners; Kjetil Thorsen Trædal, Craig Dykers, Ole Gustavsen and Tarald Lundevall. 
The office has more than 120 employees and operates in Europe, Asia and America. The Library of  Alexandria was 

awarded the Aga Khan Prize in 2004. 

* Archilab Orléans 2000: 2e Rencontres Internationales d’Architecture d’Orléans – Edited by the City of  Orléans 2000 



TROPPO ARCHITECTS | DARWIN, AUSTRALIA

Troppo Architects was founded in 1989 by Phil Harris and Adrian Welke, ten years after a student project had first 
taken them to Top End, the most northerly point in Australia, where the state capital Darwin has a tropical climate 
with dry and rainy seasons. Coming from the occupied, developed South of  Australia, the aim of  the students had 
been to cross the continent-sized country studying the architecture of  its “regions”.  Arriving at Top End, they 
discovered an extraordinary melting pot. Closer to Djakarta than to Canberra, the promontory had been shaped 
over the years by waves of  immigration. They were fascinated by this “vernacular” – if  this is the right name for 
an architecture which relies on materials (timber and corrugated metal) brought in by ship and borrows much 
from the building styles of  the immigrants – such as the bamboo verandas favoured by workers from Singapore. 
But Darwin had been devastated by a hurricane in 1974, after which the city appeared to turn its back on this 
inventive culture in order to be rebuilt as a city of  concrete buildings notorious for becoming uncomfortably hot 
under the tropical sun…Harris and Welke completed their diplomas and then worked in architectural offices while 
deepening their knowledge of  Top End. They discovered the tropical houses built in the 1930s by Benni Carr Glyn 
Burnett*. In 1981 they founded Troppo Architects. An initial lack of  work made this decision appear somewhat 
questionable – but then Troppo was successful in a Low Cost House Competition organised by the City of  Darwin. A 
pilot district containing all the winning projects was built and the prototype house from Troppo quickly gained the 
nickname of  “The Green Can” due to its colour and the way in which its round form was somehow reminiscent of  
a beer can… With its exposed constructional frame the house is composed of  two wings arranged on either side of  
a corridor oriented to the prevailing wind. Protection from the sun comes from a double ring of  verandas covered 
with ventilated roofs of  sheet metal. The key elements of  this system are the empty centre – which becomes a strip 
of  through-ventilation – and the dialogue between interior and exterior and it is a system which produces houses 
that are not only economical, climatically comfortable and easy to extend but also use little energy.  The aesthetic 
may be provocative and yet the proposition is convincing. A series of  further projects enabled Troppo to develop 
their “ten points of  architecture”** based on constructional lightness and an approach to composition involving the 
elements wind, sun and rain. Amongst the founding principles are the notion of  the adjustable skin and the use of  
easily transportable building materials and extendable constructional systems (house as compound).

« Nature, in the Territory, looms larger than man » 

… is, according to Troppo, the fifth of  the ten points of  tropical architecture. It is important to the office’s work 
with aboriginal communities on such facilities as schools and communal buildings, in which each project pays 
careful attention to both tradition and to the relationship with the climate. Furthermore, alongside constructional 
frugality, Troppo’s architecture is also a constant search for simpler and more flexible structures. In 1987, the 
office was selected by the Gagudju Community, administrators of  the Kakadu National Park, to design some park 
facilities, joining together with Glenn Murcutt to take part in the competition – which is somewhat surprising, given 
that the Top End militants are much closer to Geoffrey Bawa than to Mies van der Rohe. But the collaboration 
was, as Glenn Murcutt relates, highly productive: “we studied rock shelters, rainfall and cyclonic conditions, wind 
patterns, temperature and humidity. We also examined the escarpments and the cross-sections of  caves, where 
rock paintings were applied to cave walls, the different levels of  prospect and refuge, how water was to be collected, 
how sites were to be entered from the side, and how to respect the guardian spirit of  the site. We soon understood 
that the project was more about connections with the landscape and path, than a series of  spaces”***.   The 
various facilities built in the park – reception pavilions, sanitary facilities, houses and refuges etc.… are the physical 
manifestation – in a landscape of  extraordinary beauty - of  the lessons learned from 20 years of  experimentation 
into light and simply placed architecture. Troppo reaped the benefits of  its work in Top End as international 
critical acclaim lead to a number of  important commissions. Then, the company spread out across Australia – the 
country in which “nature is bigger than man”. Phil Harris opened an office in Adelaide, in the South, in 1999 and 
was followed by Adrian Welke in Perth, in the West. Troppo embarked upon the construction of  large buildings 
and urban projects in both Australia and across the globe, winning  the competition for the Porter School of  
Environmental Studies in Tel Aviv in 2003. In Darwin, Troppo was responsible for remodelling the seafront. In their 
Darwin City Waterfront project residential areas, a congress centre and office towers share the quayside with the sort of  
light buildings to which Troppo is especially loyal. M.H. Contal 

* Australian Architect who was born in Mongolia, trained in Edinburgh and enjoyed a career in China before coming to Darwin...

** In 1982, the young architects published their own : Punkkahs and Pith Helmets: good principles of  tropical house design. 

*** In Troppo Architects, Philip Goad, published by Tong, Indonesia, 1999



JUNYA ISHIGAMI | TOKYO, JAPAN

Japanese architecture played an important global role a quarter of  a century ago in offering minimalism as a means 
of  returning to intellectual rigour after the diversions of  post-modernism. And it is upon this very demanding 
architectural scene that the young architect Junya Ishigami burst with his questioning of  this minimalist approach 
and the way in which it had become a sort of  rhetorical Made in Japan style. Ishigami – who started work in the office 
of  Seijima – is even more rigorous, removing from his projects any lingering vestiges of  the superfluous - or formal 
(super !)... Instead he seeks to immerse them directly into the contemporary city, with all its needs, contradictions and 
counter-currents; all its diversity, complexity and fluidity.     

The framing of  the void and poetic design?  

After several performances, his first project, the Facility Building for the Institute of  Technology in Kanagawa, 
his hometown, was completed in March 2008. The brief  was to create a place in which students could complete 
their projects working with their partners: a place for carrying out experiments which could be remodelled 
around each very different project to which it was home. Such “incubation spaces” – at the same time both fluid 
and sophisticated - first emerged on campuses and in research centres several years ago. Ishigami’s solution is a 
rectangular volume measuring 47mx46mx5m. It is enclosed by a glass wall composed of  vertical panels stiffened 
by thin pillars and mounted at floor and ceiling into two thin notches. Inside, the roof  is supported by irregularly 
shaped columns formed of  varying thicknesses of  sheet steel. The result - with its glass which dissolves to nothing 
and its slender steel columns - is somewhat evocative of  Mies van der Rohe. But the architect rejects all such 
references as a misinterpretation: “I want to make spaces with very ambiguous borderlines, not universal spaces 
like Mies”.  In reality, one must see the Facility in operation: teams define their territories with house plants and 
furniture and the ambience is one of  fluidity and activity. One is far from the Olympian calm of  Mies’ colonnades. 
This is as much a tool as it is a space: manageable, appropriable and rendered liveable by the irregularity of  the 
grid. Here closed and there open – it encourages the creation of  “bubbles” of  activity. Japanese critics compare 
it with a bamboo forest criss-crossed with clearings…  International critics discovered Ishigami a little later in 
2008, at the Venice Architecture Biennale. Responsible for the Japanese Pavilion, he left the building itself  empty 
preferring instead to work outside, creating a landscape of  greenhouses with fine structures and thin glass panels. 
The typology of  the greenhouse – with its series of  architectural challenges: wide spans, adequate lighting, 
transparency and, most recently, climatic control – has been a theme of  many universal exhibitions since the 
Crystal Palace. But in the Venice greenhouses one seeks any such sense of  architectural challenge or excess in vain. 
The ensemble is almost frustrating in its lack of  stylistic statement, and its simplicity – especially in the midst of  the 
grand architectural “gestures” which predominate in Venice - is almost emotional. And what is the message? “That 
the density of  the plants is determined through precise adjustments to the proportions as a way of  ensuring that the 
space created by the architecture, the space created by the plants and the peripheral landscape are equivalent. The 
greenhouses also enjoy relationships with each other that form new spaces in the existing landscape. Is this spatial 
design or landscape design? Making the distinction infinitely vague is a way of  pursuing previously unexplored 
architectural possibilities.”** 

And what comes after architecture? 

So what is it about this retreat from architecture that makes it part of  the global ecological debate? The 
frugality and sobriety of  the use of  materials? Such an explanation is somewhat opportunistic. The criticism of  
functionalism and the search for fluid/flexible places? This explanation is better. A third reason emerges if  one 
listens to Ishigami : “If  you ask me what the most important thing for architecture is in the contemporary period, I 
would say “reality”. For the Modernists, the aim of  architecture was to propose new realities for everyone to follow. 
Today, everyone is pursuing their own individual values and goals simultaneously. We have entered an era when 
we need to give answers to a multiplicity of  questions; but rather than attempting to give answers, we should seek 
out a point equidistant from all these concerns.”* These remarks shed light upon this search for a new relationship 
between man and his  environment, which is no longer either a mere simplifying or a dominating factor. Ishigami’s 
Facility no longer sees the complexity of  the world as an obstacle which must be simplified but rather as the very 
reality of  the project itself  – as a richness which the architecture should support through its fluidity. And the 
greenhouses of  Venice pose a new question: what is the role of  architecture itself  now that the future of  man is no 
longer dependent upon mastering nature – but rather upon protecting it? M.H. Contal

* in ICON 062, August 2008

** in Domus 919, November 2008



GIANCARLO MAZZANTI | BOGOTA, COLOMBIE

When will contemporary Columbian architecture finally get the attention that it deserves? The great Rogelio 
Salmona* not only left behind a significant body of  work in Columbia but also established an “endogenous” modern 
architectural tradition appropriate to his native land which employed the brick as both a basic architectural element 
and an essential historical leitmotiv. The traditional significance of  this leitmotiv can be seen across the country: 
from Bogotá, known as “the red city” due to the dominant presence of  the brick, to Medellin, Cali and Cartagena 
etc. The high quality of  architectural discourse in Columbia owes much to the quality of  its architects, trained 
both in their home country and – as if  to prove that Pan-Americanism is more than just a dream – across the South 
American continent. And it is also important to recognise the dramatic urban reality that South American architects 
confront: they work in mega-cities where extraordinary levels of  demographic growth and a sophisticated 
metropolitan culture come face to face with both the ecological crisis and the social inequalities best symbolised in 
the slums. As Alejandro Aravena** does not tire of  pointing out, being an architect in the South means accepting 
the challenge of  building “one city for a million people every week for the next twenty years, with a budget of  
10,000 dollars per family”. Any architect who loses sight of  this objective, he adds, is working in the wrong century. 

Medellin, from fear to hope*** 

This urban emergency demands innovative responses and it is in the South that these can most readily be found. 
During the course of  the past fifteen years the city of  Medellin has become a symbol of  such innovation in the 
face of  impossible odds. Notorious as a showplace for urban problems (growing poverty, the collapse of  the rule 
of  law, armed violence, social and economic breakdown…) the city has launched a series of  audacious renovation 
programmes notable, not least, for the significance given to architecture. Among the numerous such programmes 
launched by Sergio Fajardo, mayor of  Medellin between 2003 and 2007, are two built around the work of  Giancarlo 
Mazzanti.  The first of  these is Metrocable, the network of  funicular tramways proposed for the hillside slums 
which has done much to integrate such areas back into the city and restore the rule of  law. The tramway stations 
have become the focus for a complex series of  urban interventions including the creation of  both safer streets and 
the public spaces which such areas always lacked.  The second project is the creation of  the Parque Bibliotecas 
(“Library Parks”) – a network of  cultural institutions designed to reenergise collective life which are located 
close to Metrocable stations and other strategic hubs. In addition to reading rooms, these Parque Bibliotecas 
also incorporate spaces for events, workshops and safe public gardens. The site becomes a basic resource for the 
project, and the project a basic resource for the city

Born in 1963, Giancarlo Mazzanti is one of  the architects engaged in this work of  reclaiming the city. His most 
important projects – most of  which are the result of  public competitions – are to be found in the slums of  Medellin.  
By nature, Mazzanti is a geometrical thinker who both loves and makes full use of  classical forms: squares, 
circles and triangles… His projects start as line diagrams with which he addresses the site and its inhabitants. 
In an impressive switch from the abstract to the actual he confronts physical, urban and social realities in such a 
way that the project adapts to the street layout, slopes and opportunities offered by each site without losing any 
of  its geometrical rigour. He exploits any height differences in the landscape to free both his buildings and their 
inhabitants from their urban straightjacket. Rooftops become theatres and schoolyards become urban arenas as 
the city is reinterpreted as a landscape in which citizens are given back the view or, more literally, the control over 
the place in which they live. Built in 2007, the Biblioteca Espana symbolises this use of  the city as an “unlimited 
resource for the creation of  equality”**.  The location is a slum which, having been one of  the most dangerous 
when the drugs cartels were in charge, was now seeking to get back on its feet. The brief  was to create a compact 
volume which would include, amongst other things, a library, classrooms and an auditorium. The architect 
preferred to separate these elements, housing them in three different “rocks” united by a plinth which becomes a 
viewing platform over the city - to which the plinth is connected by means of  a series of  planted terraces. Formed 
from the same bricks as the surrounding slum, these rocks are torn open at ground level to both allow access 
and open up views of  the city - and each contains a light lustrous shell in which the various functional spaces are 
suspended.  “The three rocks” have become symbolic for the reconquering of  the city by the city: “the context is 
composed of  small, self-built, brick houses - with the sites on which building is physically impossible combining into 
a residual network of  green spaces.  This organisational system creates a uniform urban texture and defines the 
urban landscape. Like an icon, the building keeps the tension that already exists. Geography becomes the element 
of  hierarchy; and architecture is the epitome of  texture”****.  M.H. Contal  
* The architect Rogelio Salmona (1927-2007) was born in Bogotá and worked for ten years in the studio of  Le Corbusier before returning at the age of  30 to Columbia where he is considered the 
founder of  modern architecture in the country. 

** Alejandro Aravena, Director of  Elemental, the winner of  the Global Award 2008 – in Sustainable Design – 

*** This is the slogan of  the Grupo Compromiso Ciudadano (Citizens Commitment Movement) founded in the late 1990s  
by Sergio Fajardo.

**** Giancarlo Mazzanti –The library as catalyst for social change – 2007  



STEVE BAER | ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, USA

Steve Baer was born in Los Angeles in 1938, in a house with a small workshop. The family also had a ranch “where 
there were always plenty of  tools, a crane and a river. From the very beginning I was fascinated by water, wind 
and the power of  the sun.”* He started his studies at UCLA before joining the army and leaving for Germany. After 
returning to civilian life as a welder he enrolled in a mathematics course at the ETH in Zurich. This introduced him 
to structured thought and complex multi-surfaced systems and enabled him to discover his chosen path – the life of  
an inventor. He returned to the USA where he took up the welding torch again, just as the first hippy communities 
were becoming established in New Mexico and elsewhere. Having read Buckminster Fuller, Steve Baer knew how to 
build geodesic domes and now he became very interested in solar energy.

Drop City 

The creation of  Drop City in Trinidad, Colorado in 1968 is still regarded today as the early dawn of  the American 
ecological movement. Working together with Steve Baer, the “droppers” who formed the community created a 
building complex consisting of  three main domes alongside residential domes constructed of  recycled sheet metal 
laid over a timber frame.  The domes were rendered waterproof  by a layer of  tar and thermally insulated with 
polystyrene. The model spread and Steve Baer passed on from making domes to making zomes. The “Zome” 
is a deformation of  the “dome”. The latter is perfect, the former irregular. This is the point at which Steve Baer 
left behind the exact, magnificent structures of  Fuller, turning instead to systems which are easier to build and 
combine; more pragmatically adaptable to the needs of  their inhabitants. In 1969, together with Barry Hickmann 
and Ed Heinz, he set up a system building company named Zomeworks, which he runs to this day. The inventor 
had finally created the tool with which he was to become one of  the founders of  bioclimatic architecture.  In 1971, 
Michel Pillet visited Steve Baer for the magazine Architecture d’Aujourd’hui: “there are zomes in wood, in steel, in 
aluminium and in plastic. Some are covered in plywood and some multi-coloured, clad with steel sheet recovered 
from scrap cars. (…) From close-up, the fine detailing of  some zomes could be better, but Steve has put together a 
team which moves around helping the self-builders to improve their constructional techniques.”* At Manera Nueva 
in Placitas, New Mexico, Michel Pillet visited a complex built by “hippies” and notes that “the objects were handed 
over to their new owners as what we would call a “shell”. The structure, made of  short lengths of  wood, is explicit 
and the objects do not give the impression that they will stand for long. But this is precisely where Steve Baer’s 
mathematical genius is most clearly demonstrated. Each single piece of  wood contributes to the general rigidity of  
the form. Each assembly has been carefully calculated. Despite its improvised appearance the zome is, in truth, the 
result of  meticulous mathematical calculation.”* 

Sobriety and self-sufficiency

His other passion is solar energy. The various solar-constructional systems developed by Zomeworks during the 
last 40 years could form a small museum. The inventor has experimented in every direction. And while some of  
these objects may appear obsolete today, they all contributed to the research process of  the 1970s when the new 
ecological reality met the continuing industrial optimism of  the twentieth century… Invented in 1971, the Drum 
Wall is a solar collector; a framework holds black-painted, water-filled folded metal containers which are stacked 
up behind a sheet of  glass which concentrates the solar rays. The water in the containers stores the heat of  the 
sun, which is then distributed by means of  radiation and convection… All the products have evocative names: 
the Beadwall - “a wall of  insulating blocks”, Track Racks - “solar panels which follow the movement of  the sun”, 
the “Laser Sunpointer”, the “Sunbender”… There is a clear link between the inventiveness deployed here in the 
interests of  better “occupying the earth” and the inventiveness which was being shown in the sky at exactly the 
same moment by the United States in the development of  its space programme. And this museum would be very 
American for another reason: the importance of  self-sufficiency. These are robust and universally accessible 
systems which are adapted to the Western tradition – both constructional and political: Zomeworks is planning for 
a future inhabited by autonomous, democratic individuals – each on their own piece of  land.  In 2009, the Global 
Award was awarded to Thomas Herzog, a very different solar pioneer. Herzog, the German, seeks to “switch scales” 
from the Passive House and addresses the idea of  solar urbanism, with central plant, networks and an appropriate 
model of  collective living: the very future of  European social democracy. But while their visions of  society are so 
radically opposed, the two are linked by a love of  research and a belief  in “the thinking hand” as well as a strength 
of  purpose that has enabled them to continue working despite the thirty years of  indifference shown by political 
decision makers. Now that their resilience has been rewarded, let us hope that Steve Baer und Thomas Herzog have 
the chance to get together for a discussion which will surely be of  great interest – and benefit - to all. M.H. Contal 

* in About me - Steve Baer - Taxshine www.taxshine.com

** in Architecture d’aujourd’hui n°157 - August-September 1971



GLOBAL AWARD | FOUNDER, PARTNER, SCIENTIFIC COMMITEE

LOCUS, FOUNDER
LOCUS supports architects who have become players in the field of  sustainable development. Through its Global Award of  Sustainable 
Architecture, Locus seeks to identify and reward the most innovative and engaged architects from all corners of  the globe.  LOCUS is 
establishing an international skills network, bringing together experts who are active in the field ans supporting their research and experimental 
projects. LOCUS promotes the beauty of  their architecture and the way in which it offers a dignified home to its inhabitants, starts a new 
dialogue with nature and give a face to the future of  the city. Driven by a sense of  humanity and of  hope and by the need to save both resources 
and cultures, LOCUS offers architects across the globe a place for both action and dialogue whre they can dare, transmit and federate. 

LOCUS supports :
• Innovation 
- research into technology and materials
- practice projects : experimental structures across the globe 
• Transmission
- thematic symposia
- documentary films and publications 
- summer schools
- stydy trips for professional ans students 

CITE DE L’ARCHITECURE & DU PATRIMOINE, PARTNER
Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine coordinates the Scientific Committee and the organization of  the Award and its annual events in Paris. The 
Cité, in collaboration with LOCUS, is in charge of  the cultural promotion of  the Global Award through its cultural productions : 
• exhibition  on the awarded architects
• publications 
• co-production of  the documentary films on the winners, DVD edition and broadcasting

• lectures.

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

• Benno Albrecht, architect, professor, director of  the Masterclass Sustainable Architecture - Università IUAV di Venezia – Venise,
• Marie-Hélène Contal, architect, deputy director of  the Institut Français d’Architecture, coordinator of  the Global Award program -  
Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine - Paris,
• Spela Hudnik, architect, professor, director of  the International Architecture Biennale of  Ljubljana,
• Kristiina Nivari, art historian, deputy director of  the Museum of  Finnish Architecture – Helsinki,
• Christophe Pourtois, art historian, director of  the Centre International pour la Ville, l’Architecture et le Paysage – Bruxelles,
• Jana Revedin, architect, PhD, professor, director of  the Bachelor Program - University of  Umeå, president of  LOCUS.

The scientific committee  
• federates an international network of  experts and correspondants of  the Global Award 
• nominates each year the five awarded architects 
• contributes to the international activities of  the Global Award of  Sustainable Architecture 



CITÉ DE L’ARCHITECTURE & DU PATRIMOINE
Paris 

www.citechaillot.fr

From urban revival to patrimony regeneration, the issue of  town planning is day after day increasingly engrossing our 
contemporaries. The Cité aspires to become a vast centre from which knowledge pertaining to architectural quality, 
patrimony enhancement and urban environment conservation will be disseminated.Targeting both the general audience as 
well as more specialized practitioners, the programming will be diversifi ed: permanent and temporary exhibitions, courses 
and workshops, debates, screenings... The Cité will place at the disposal of  the specialists in the fields of  architecture and 
town planning the courses dispensed by the School of  Chaillot, a library and an archive centre. An auditorium, assembly 
areas, openness to other artistic forms, an international exchange policy whose aim is to trigger and foster debates will 
enable the Cité to totally fulfi l its role of  a multi-purpose cultural centre dedicated to promoting architecture of  the present 
and of  the past.

CENTRE INTERNATIONAL POUR LA VILLE, L’ARCHITECTURE ET LE PAYSAGE
Bruxelles

www.civa.be

The Centre International pour la Ville, l’Architecture et le Paysage (CIVA) is an a.s.b.l. composed by 6 institutions. Among 
them, the Archives d’Architecture Moderne, the Fondation pour l’architecture and the ecological documentation centre Paul 
Vigneaud. It is today in Europe an important architectural complex gathering libraries, exhibition and conference rooms. 
The CIVA aims at diffusing the architectural and environmental culture within a large public, erasing the borders between the 
disciplines. It answers to a triple objectiveof  knowledge, debate and exchange:
- sensitize to history to preserve and keep alert our memories, reinforce the identity and work for the architectural quality in 
all its diversity, in the conservation and also increation
- quicken the debate to sensitize the public opinion and give directions
- enter an international exchange and information network.
The CIVA goes on these different missions, with exhibitions (monographiques and thematiques, on its own or by partnerships 
with other cultural institutions, in the centre or outside) via the edition of  works (exhibition catalogues, books, architecture 
guides); the CIVA proposes also regularly colloques and conferences. 

UNIVERSITÀ IUAV
Venise

www.iuav.it

The faculty’s goal is to prepare professionals to design, manage and control the processes of  physical transformation of  
the spatial environments where man resides; in other words, the formation of  a professional fi gure – perhaps the only 
one today – capable of  producing works that encompass the history of  the discipline, as well as its future functions. The 
university, renewed by Italian legislation reforms, offers great fl exibility and articulation in its study programmes: in 
addition to the simple “3 + 2 years of  study” option, students have the choice of  personalising their education by combining 
the three-year degrees with either a fi rst-level master or a postgraduate degree, as well as the possibility of  pursuing a 
second-level master degree or PhD.  Coordinated by Giuseppe Longhi, with Pr Benno Albrecht, the goal of  the master in 
“sustainable urban planning” is to provide young professionals with the necessary skills to deal with the fl ood environmental 
innovations and operations, the increasing social expectations and reactions tied to such issues, and the need for salvaging 
the synergic relationships which result from such activities. The aims of  the master programme are: to supply the Italian 
and international job market with professionals who are qualifi ed to manage complex urban projects; to join together 
instruments of  strategic analysis and creativity, creating a balance between the monitoring tasks and structures and the 
creative work grounds, as suggested by the EASW network (European Awareness Scenario Workshop) of  the European 
Community.



MUSEUM OF FINNISH ARCHITECTURE
Helsinki, Finland
suomen rakennustaiteen museo finlands arkitekturmuseum
museum of  finnish architecture

www.mfa.fi

The fundamental task of  the Museum of  Finnish Architecture, one of  Finland’s national specialist museums, is to 
collect and distribute knowledge about architecture and increase its understanding among the general public as well 
as experts. It is an information centre for topical architectural practice, research and critique, oriented toward the 
future even as it records history. The museum builds a bridge between architecture and its users, and on the other 
hand it is a link in the interaction of  professionals. It focuses on post-1900 architecture. The museum, established in 
1956, has large collections of  drawings and photographs, a number of  models and an extensive library. It organises 
exhibitions in Finland and abroad, publishes books and arranges lectures. The picture collections are in charge of  the 
Architecture Archive, the oldest unit, whose beginnings are in the photographic collection of  the Finnish Association of  
Architects founded in 1944. The Library, originally a part of  the Archive, became a separate unit in 1963. Exhibitions 
have always been the most prominent and far reaching undertaking of  the museum, and from the very start, there has 
been a vigorous programme of  international tours. The Research unit, established in 1976, is in charge of  the museum’s 
research, lectures and special programmes. Publication of  books is nowadays assigned to the Publication unit formed 
in 2001. The publications are sold in the museum bookshop. The national and international collaboration programmes 
of  the museum include permanent institutions like the Alvar Aalto Medal, the Alvar Aalto Symposium, the Finland 
Builds (now Finnish Architecture) exhibition, the International Confederation of  Architectural Museums ICAM and the 
International working-party for documentation and conservation of  buildings, monuments and sites of  the Modern 
Movement DOCOMOMO. 

INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURE BIENNALE
Ljubljana

www.architecturebiennaleljubljana.si

International Architecture biennale Ljubljana was founded by MONOCHROME ARCHITECTS - Peter Vezjak and 
Špela Hudnik in Ljubljana, 2000. Through multidisciplinary and experimental projects it presents contemporary 
cultural approach through different practice and theory. The concept of  the biennale is not ordinary. It doesn’t treated 
architecture as an autonomous discipline but offers the audience wider range of  aspects and arguments to understand 
the contemporary conditions through different media. The spaces of  the biennale constantly change. It enters in the 
inspirative, problematic or abandoned areas or object to evoke public discussions and to try to activate new concepts 
and visions. The specialty of  the biennale is to treat it as a temporary platform for exchanging and exploration 
the different ideas, opinions and discussions through different media. A contemporary society is exposed to bold 
discussions and operates in the local and global urban territories. Always operate in all public spheres and provoke 
confrontation between different actors. Beside the constant program - lectures, exhibitions, competitions, video and 
fi lm presentations, panel discussions the biennale offers special events depends of  the topic. Its programme sections 
and visiting lectures allow us to enter different fi elds of  communication – from fi lms to urbanism, fashion show, round 
tables, chatting, auction, performances, exhibitions, meetings, parties... It’s open space for the inquisitive and the 
daring. It’s small size event with high concentration of  information in short time. The event is organized almost every 
second year to expose local environment to the global one and to the wider public. So there are invited the different 
people from the whole of  the world to discuss about the actual problems. The form of  biennale is not strictly defined, is 
territorial unlimited and programme fresh. It’s in constant transformations and without formal institutional appearance.


